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WORKING for the
BETTERMENT of OUR COMMUNITY

Providing safe, reliable
and affordable energy.
LICKING RURAL ELECTRIFICATION, INC.

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

Providing Safe & Reliable energy

SINCE 1936
As member-owners, we
should all be proud of
the history of The Energy
Cooperative. Rural central
Ohio had a need for
electric, and strong leaders
came together and made
Licking Rural Electrification
happen. Electricity and
all the benefits that
come with it changed
Todd Ware
and improved the lives of
President/CEO
people in rural
communities. Electricity made homes more
comfortable and lessened workloads with
electric appliances. Electric lights made
the evenings longer and more enjoyable,
strengthening families. Power on farms
made for prosperous changes and growth.
At The Energy Cooperative, we continue to want
to make your lives better, and we set goals every
year to ensure we do that. Over the years of
this Cooperative’s service, we have brought you
natural gas, propane, as well as reliable electric

because you had a need for those products.
As a company we continue to grow, expanding
our services in areas that are also growing, such
as Johnstown and New Albany. We now have
over 64,000 members and serve 15 counties.
We continue to empower you, our memberowners, with services and products that make
your workloads lighter, allow you to expand
your businesses, and make your homes warm,
comfortable places in which to raise families
and enjoy your friends.
Our values have not changed since Licking Rural
Electrification lit up rural central Ohio. We have
a solid foundation built on those values, but we
keep our eyes on the future and on your needs as
they continue to change. We hope that you share
our pride in The Energy Cooperative’s history and
its growth as we have been serving our memberowners since 1936.
Let’s have a look inside at how our year unfolded.

Best Regards,

Todd P. Ware
President/CEO of The Energy CooperaƟve
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PRESIDENT/CEO REPORT
Prepared by TODD WARE, President/CEO of The Energy CooperaƟve
Closing another year gives me the chance to look
back on our accomplishments and look forward to a
new year of continuing to improve our service and
reliability to you: our member-owners.
Our number one goal at The Energy Cooperative
(TEC) is the safety of our employees, members, and
the community. We have been working hard to
improve our safety culture and we continue to see
benefits from this concentrated effort. TEC finished
2017 with three of our cooperatives having 15 or
more years without a lost time accident. Our incident
rates and days away, restricted, transferred (DART)
rates continue to be below industry averages. We
are leaders in both the Electric Safety Achievement
program and the American Gas Association peer
review.
Financial results for 2017 were mixed. The year
resulted in positive income of $3.8 million; however,
we finished considerably below budget. There were
two main factors causing us to end below budget. The
first was an expense of $1.8 million dollars for future
health care costs which are required to be on the
books. The second was a loss from the sale of assets
belonging to NGO Development. The success of our
core continuing businesses allowed us to out perform
our budget by more than 20 percent. The revenues
for the year fell below budget due to the mild winter.
We made up those revenue losses through cost
reductions across all cooperative business lines.
Our equity level increased to just above 12 percent,
moving us closer to our goal of 20 percent equity.
The decision was made to sell our non-core assets in
the oil and gas exploration and production business.
Over the last several years this business lost nearly
$2 million per year. Prior to those years, however,
it was very successful (including leasing our Utica
acreage, which contributed more than $20 million
to the bottom line). Lower natural gas and oil prices,
combined with an aging asset base, made it very
difficult for this business to be profitable. We cut
expenses and looked at investing in new wells to turn
the business around. It became clear in 2017, however,
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the best option was to sell these assets. We closed
a deal with Diversified Energy, LLC on November
30, 2017 for the sale of approximately 500 wells and
related pipeline assets for a total of $3.1 million. We
retained about 100 wells and the Utica acreage for
future development. The deal resulted in a $2.6 million
book loss; however, we reduced future liability by $2
million.

Board-Developed Goals for 2017
Goal

Result

5 year/average incident rate of <1.65

Achieved 1.30

5 year/average DART rate of <.80

Achieved .54

Develop Safety Improved Plan for Electric RESAP

Complete

Implement Safety Improvement Plan for Gas
Operations
Member Expectation Rate – (8-10 scores)
Electric – 72 percent
Natural Gas – 75 percent
Obtain ACSI Scores of
Electric – 81
Natural Gas - 83
Member Satisfaction Rate – (8-10 scores)
Electric – 80 percent
Natural Gas – 83 percent

Complete
81 percent
83 percent
80
85
85 percent
88 percent

5 year/average electric outage hours of <2.2 hours

2.47 hours

Maintain 5 year/average electric line loss of no more
than 6.25 percent

6.36 percent

5 year/average gas outage hours of <50

50

Finish natural gas riser replacement

Complete

Replace 10 miles of bare steel pipe

11 miles replaced

Evaluate cyber security and vulnerability assessment

Ongoing

Achieve 3 year/average MDSC of 1.50

Achieved 1.49

Achieve equity position of 12.0 percent

Achieved equity of
12.17 percent

Reduce natural gas leaks outstanding by 10 percent

Achieved 32 percent

Maintain natural gas losses of <2.0 percent

1.26 percent
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Meter Install

Installing the Amazon pipe

The natural gas cooperative made huge improvements
to the system. We replaced 11 miles of bare steel pipe,
installed 1,272 new Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
meters, and replaced 1,500 risers. This completed our riser
replacement program, and over ten thousand risers were
replaced as part of this program. Our projects reduced leaks
outstanding by 32 percent, and our line loss percentage
went down to 1.26%. We also added four miles of pipe in
the fast-growing Johnstown area.
For our electric members, we spent just over $8.5 million
on capital improvements to improve reliability. The main
projects included replacing 3.5 miles of transmission
line (built in the 1950’s), working on our SCADA project,
rebuilding the Johnstown substation (built in the late
1950’s), and rebuilding several tie lines. Our work in these
areas reduced outage hours caused by equipment issues.
During 2017, there were several large summer storms
causing many outages. I believe these outages would have
been much worse if we were not improving our system, and
trimming our right of way. We also continued to build out
the system in western Licking County by adding a mile of
new underground service in this area.
Each year one of our major focuses is to improve service
to you the member-owners. We continue to make our
processes more efficient, review our workflows, and
improve our member service culture. We slightly increased
our ACSI score, while making big increases in meeting your
expectations and overall satisfaction. We understand that
we can always do better to serve you and continue to work
harder to meet your expectations.
At the beginning of each year, your board develops goals
to insure we are making progress toward our strategic plan.
My management team sets objectives for us to complete
based on these goals. This process is important and ensures
we move the cooperative forward. (You will find the results
of our 2017 goals on the previous page.)

Congressman Bill Johnson Visit

This year the Board held a strategic planning session
to discuss the future direction (next 3-5 years) of the
cooperative. The five directives from this session are listed
as follows.
1. Develop and implement initiatives that enhance TEC’s
safety culture.
2. Create and execute a balanced financial plan that
provides strategic direction on plant investment, rates
and growth in equity.
3. Develop and implement a plan that focuses on
technological advancement.
4. Develop and implement an infrastructure replacement
plan to improve system reliability.
5. Develop and implement a plan designed to enhance
both engagement of and service to all members.
We have put several things in place to start the process of
moving these issues forward. I look forward to updating
you on our results next year.
We continue to improve overall service to you; our
members-owners. We are slightly reducing our capital
budget to hit targets on our financial plan. We will continue
to replace bare steel pipe, expand in Johnstown, replace
another section of our transmission line, and finish our
SCADA project. We understand these projects improve our
system, but we continue to look for ways to reduce expense
to keep any potential rate increases to a minimum.
It is an honor for me to lead this cooperative with all the
positive things ahead of us. What we accomplish each
day would not be possible without the hard work and
dedication of all our employees. They are a very dedicated
group and I appreciate everything that they do. Be assured
your board of directors also provides excellent leadership as
we head into the future.

COMMITTED TO PROVIDING SAFE AND RELIABLE ENERGY
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SAFETY & ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT
Prepared by CONNIE HOGUE, Director of Human Resources & Safety
Safety continues to be a core value at The Energy
Cooperative (TEC). We put safety at the top of
everything we do from training our employees on safe
work practices, to providing a safe source of energy to
our members. Safety isn’t just a word, it is the way we
do business. From our board of directors throughout
the entire cooperative, we want every employee to go
home safely every single day.
Statistics continue to be an important measure to
determine how we are doing in safety, as compared
to other utilities. One statistic we use is the incident
rate which measures the incident frequency per
100 employees. In 2017, we reported two OSHArecordable incidents resulting in an overall company
incident rate of 1.10. Incident rates for Ohio electric
cooperatives and various natural gas companies
throughout the U.S. reported incident rates of 2.60
and 2.36, respectively. Our five-year incident rate
came in at 1.30 which is significantly lower than the
five-year average for the private industry and utility
industry as represented by incident rates of 3.16 and
1.98, respectively. As CEO Todd Ware stated in his
report, at the end of 2017 three of our companies
achieved more than 15 years without a lost time
claim. That’s a great accomplishment we are proud
to share. Additionally, the Licking County Chamber
of Commerce Safety Council presented us with two
safety awards in 2017. These awards acknowledge the
efforts our employees have made to prevent accidents
and injuries in the workplace.

We continue to play an active role in the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA)
Safety Achievement Program and the American
Gas Association (AGA) Peer Review Program.
These programs are both voluntary and allow
participating electric cooperative and natural gas
company employees to observe their peers, share
leading work and safety practices, and identify
opportunities for operational improvements. During
2017, we continued to work diligently on our Safety
Improvement Plans (SIP). These SIP’s outline various
items or goals that we have identified to improve over
the next three years.
The Safety Committee worked hard throughout the
year to address many initiatives designed to improve
safety awareness, decrease complacency, and improve
safe work practices. The committee developed a
comprehensive manual that outlines the important
steps to report accidents and incidents. During a
time of crisis or emergency, this manual takes away
guess work and makes our employees job a little
easier when it comes to paperwork. Our “Caught in
the Act” program continued to be a huge success in
2017. This program allows employees to recognize
fellow employees who take extraordinary measures to
improve workplace safety, minimize potential hazards,
or go above and beyond expectations in an exemplary
way. Fifteen employees received this award in 2017.
The committee selected one award that stood out
above all others. Dean Ogle, Line Operations Foreman,
was the honored recipient last year for his efforts in
going above and beyond during a 911 call. Dean’s
quick thinking and exceptional knowledge of line
work paid off in a critical situation and potentially
saved a life. Congratulations Dean!
The Center of Disease Control and Prevention
reports more than 1,000 people in the United States
are injured daily because of distracted driving.
Additionally, nine fatalities occur every day for
this same reason. Vehicle safety is one area we will
continue to focus on this year. TEC is establishing new
driving programs intended to increase alertness and

Pole top rescue
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We’re Raising the Bar
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Buckeye Power Plant Tour

Earth and Energy Day

decrease the many distractions our employees face
daily. It is sometimes challenging with the increase in
efficiencies that technology provides us, but we are
committed to ensuring all our employees drive safely
and responsibly each day. In 2017, our employees
drove over 1.5 million miles – that’s a lot of miles! We
incurred a total of eight preventable accidents which
was up 14% from the prior year. Our goal is to focus
on this area and reduce our overall vehicle rate to
below industry averages. We set aggressive goals for
the upcoming year and are working to make positive
strides in this area.
Our employees were active in a number of community
events throughout the year. In 2017, we participated
in Big Brothers Big Sisters Bowl for Kids, American
Heart Association Heart Chase, Licking Memorial
Health Systems “For Your Health” 5K Run/Walk, United
Way Day of Caring, and Habitat for Humanity (to name
a few). These events are important to us because they
enhance the lives of others, as well as the health and
well-being of our employees and their families. We

Curb Valve Replacement

encourage this community involvement in support of
Cooperative Principal #7 – Concern for Community.
The Cooperative’s overall health care costs remained
somewhat flat for the year. Overall, we saw a 1.6
percent increase from the previous year. That is very
good when compared to an overall national health
care trend of at least 7%. We continue to monitor the
plans design and contribution levels to ensure they
remain competitive and affordable while still being
aggressive enough to help control plan costs.
In 2017, nine employees retired from the cooperative
representing over 232 years of cumulative experience
and knowledge. Each one gave countless years of
dedication and commitment to the cooperative. We
wish them many years of happiness and good health
in their retirement. With that many years of expertise
leaving the business, it is crucial we remain on task
with our succession planning efforts to ensure the
proper talent is in place to lead the cooperative in the
future.

Annual Caught in the Act Top Recipient

Heart Chase

COMMITTED TO PROVIDING SAFE AND RELIABLE ENERGY
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LICKING RURAL ELECTRIFICATION REPORT
Prepared by GARY GLOVER, VP/COO of Electric OperaƟons
Licking Rural Electrification (LRE) strives to provide
safe and reliable electric to more than 25,500
members in nine counties in central Ohio. LRE owns,
operates, and maintains more than 2,900 miles of
distribution lines, 32 miles of transmission lines, 20
substations, and 3 switching stations. In 2017, we
added 358 new services to this system. Maintaining
these assets is no small feat. A well-designed
maintenance and inspection program keeps us on
top of potential problems. Below are a few of the
inspection and maintenance programs conducted in
2017 that help us provide safe, reliable electricity to
you our member-owners:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
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5,559 poles were inspected; 67 were identified
as deteriorated and potentially dangerous
poles that could have caused outages or unsafe
conditions.
910 faulty switches/cutouts were replaced to
minimize the loss of power to the membership.
Animal protection is installed on poles and
transformers to discourage small animals
from climbing poles and contacting energized
equipment.
Over 1,200 underground facilities were inspected
for possible hazards and repaired or replaced.
Regulators, capacitors, and re-closers are
inspected to ensure proper operation.
Inspections of each of our substations and
switching stations were completed on a monthly
basis.
The Right-of-Way department cut and trimmed
325 miles of right-of-ways along our lines,
mowed 295 miles, applied herbicide to 693
miles, and removed 3,862 trees from under or

Electric Safety Demonstration

near the lines that were identified as a danger or
hazard trees.
Several upgrades and improvements were made to
LRE’s infrastructure in 2017 to provide for growth,
reliability and safety.
•

•

•

•
•
•

The Johnstown Substation was rebuilt with all
new hardware, updated equipment, refurbished
transformers increasing its capacity from 10 MVA
to 12.5 MVA.
Implementation of SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) communications to 96%
of our substations. This allows us to remotely
communicate vital information to and from the
substation on a real time basis.
Rebuilt 3.6 miles of 69kV transmission line,
from the Chatham switch to the St. Louisville
substation. This line was originally built in 1954.
Underground circuits were installed in the New
Albany and Pataskala areas.
Replaced or upgraded 108 poles for joint use
purposes.
Approximately 3.5 miles of overhead lines were
rebuilt.

As part of our safety educational program we
presented electric safety demonstrations to schools,
first responders, and community members. This
gave us the opportunity to educate more than 350+
people about safety around power lines. Safety is
our highest priority! As of December 31, 2017, LRE
has 18.1 years without a lost-time accident. This is an
accomplishment we are extremely proud to report.
Thanks to the members, board of directors, and
employees for another safe and successful year!

Mutual Aide for New Hampshire Power Outage

Pole Replacement

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

Ohio Energy Teacher’s Tour

Meter Relocation

Pipeline Repair

NATIONAL GAS & OIL COOPERATIVE REPORT
Prepared by DAN MCVEY, VP/COO of Gas OperaƟons
National Gas & Oil Cooperative provides natural
gas service to more than 35,000 residential and
commercial members within a seven county area. This
service is provided through a network of nearly 1,000
miles of distribution pipelines. We are committed to
providing our members with safe and reliable natural
gas service.
As part of a major initiative to install new pipeline
infrastructure, we connected over 500 new members
last year and installed more than 15 miles of
distribution mains for new growth. Most of the new
mains were installed in the Johnstown area as part
of a five-year planned expansion. In addition, our
infrastructure replacement initiative included over 11
miles of distribution mains, 270 service lines and 3,000
risers.

We continue efforts to reduce the cost of natural
gas by bringing in supply from the shale drilling
areas of Ohio and Pennsylvania. Having access to
these recently developed resources lowers the
transportation cost and provides more market
competition for gas pricing. The Energy Cooperative
has also partnered with IGS Energy, an experienced
natural gas supplier based in Columbus, Ohio, which
is supplying natural gas at a fixed price to eligible
consumers who want price certainty.

The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) program
is almost complete with more than 34,000 units
installed. This equipment sends the meter reading
by wireless communication, improving accuracy and
timeliness while reducing expenses. With the AMI
program we have experienced a reduction in fuel and
labor costs while improving meter reading accuracy.
Gas Line Replacement

COMMITTED TO PROVIDING SAFE AND RELIABLE ENERGY
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TEC American Veterans’ Grant Recipients

2017 Education Tour

NGO PROPANE COOPERATIVE REPORT
Prepared by DAN MCVEY, VP/COO of Gas OperaƟons
NGO Propane Cooperative provides propane service
to more than 4,200 members. Members of the
Cooperative consumed nearly three million gallons of
propane last year. The propane delivery trucks traveled
more than 70,000 miles and drivers made more than
10,000 deliveries in all kinds of weather conditions,
proving our commitment to providing our members
with safe, reliable propane service.
We continue to focus on providing affordable fixedprice propane with metered service. Our metering
option helps members budget for their energy needs
and avoid price increases that sometimes occur during
the winter season. Our metering option also allows
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Savings Expo

members to pay for only the propane they use each
month and avoid a costly tank refill.
As part of our commitment to community, we have
four themed delivery trucks with special colors and
decals. Our pink and lavender trucks promote cancer
research and awareness and our red, white, and blue
truck supports local veteran groups. The Cooperative
donates $0.01 for each gallon delivered from the
themed trucks to charitable organizations. We also have
a green and blue truck promotes clean energy.

Caption Needed
Propane Vehicle Refueling

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

NGO TRANSMISSION REPORT
Prepared by DAN MCVEY, VP/COO of Gas OperaƟons

The primary role of NGO Transmission is to provide firm
gas delivery service to the consumers of National Gas &
Oil Cooperative and Producers Gas Sales. Transportation
opportunities are also available for any qualifying gas
shippers within Ohio. NGO Transmission provides natural
gas service to both affiliates and non-affiliates through
a network of over 150 miles of pipeline and three
underground gas storage fields. These gas storage fields
help balance the pipeline system and can provide up to
half the daily supply needs for the Cooperative.

Control Center

PRODUCERS GAS SALES REPORT
Prepared by DAN MCVEY, VP/COO of Gas OperaƟons
Producers Gas Sales operates as an affiliated onsystem marketing company for large commercial and
industrial members. Producers Gas Sales arranges for
acquisition and transportation of natural gas through
the pipeline system to our large consumers. The volume
of gas transported to large commercial and industrial
members represents more than half of the total gas
sold or transported through the transmission and
distribution systems.
Kaiser Aluminum - a Producers Gas Sales Member

Gas Field
Legend Elementary and Liberty Middle School- a Producers Gas Sales Member

Zanesville Storage Facility
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Earth and Energy Day

Kids Day

MARKETING & PUBLIC RELATIONS REPORT
Prepared by GARY BAKER, Director of MarkeƟng & Public RelaƟons
The Marketing and Public Relations department
seeks opportunities to increase public awareness and
strengthen The Energy Cooperative brand throughout
our service territory. We support the Cooperative’s
commitment to safety internally and externally. We
also promote energy efficiency and share ways our
members can save money on their utility bills.
The Energy Cooperative (TEC) proudly supported the
Licking Memorial Health Systems “For Your Health”
5K Run/Walk and 1-mile Fun Walk. More than fifty
people represented TEC in this event held at Dawes
Arboretum, another community partner.
Better health is an important objective of the
cooperative. This past year we were again a major
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Kids Day

sponsor in the second annual, American Heart
Association, Heart Chase of Licking County. Heart
Chase is a community adventure game that supports
an excellent cause. It’s a fun and frenzied pursuit of
hidden rewards and healthy lifestyles.
Earth & Energy Day was held in April at Geller Park in
Heath. This event focuses on educating our members
on ways to be earth friendly, practices safety at home,
and renewable energy. Several displays allow the
cooperative members to have a firsthand experience of
energy and nature.

Heart Chase

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

Earth and Energy Day

The Energy Cooperative Kids Day at The Works drew
nearly 3,000 visitors to downtown Newark on a beautiful
Sunday in June. Members and their families enjoyed live
music, pony rides, an obstacle course, ice cream, antique
tractors, and a special presentation by the electric division’s
Arc Demo Safety Team. The Arc Demo Safety team puts
on safety demonstrations for organizations and schools
throughout our service territory. Kids Day is truly The
Energy Cooperative’s signature event for our member
families, and continues to grow in popularity. We earned
industry recognition from the National Rural Electric
Association by receiving a Silver Spotlight on Excellence
Award. Our Employee Newsletter was selected as Best
Internal News Publication in 2017.

Bowl for Kids Sake

Hartford Fair 4-H Livestock Auction

Economic development continues to be an important part
of the marketing and public relations department, with
the support of the Economic Development/ Marketing
Committee. We define economic development as “where
operations and opportunity meet”. The growth in western
Licking County requires a constant watch as we prepare
strategies that put The Energy Cooperative in a position for
growth and expansion.
Using our website and social media platforms, we promote
safety awareness; energy efficiency; community support;
outage information and more. The growth of our Facebook
page, now with over 15,000 followers, is key to our
successful digital communications strategy.

Kids Day
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
To provide safe and reliable energy to our member-owners with highly responsive service,
consistent with the Cooperative Principles.

COOPERATIVE MEMBERSHIP:
Cooperatives are owned by the people they serve. Members
are the reason cooperatives exist. Each cooperative member
has a voice in how the cooperative is run and a vote when it
comes to things such as electing directors to represent their
best interests.
There are many types of cooperatives. While the memberships
and
objectives of each cooperative are different, they are
alike when it comes to following the seven principles of
cooperatives:
1. Voluntary and Open Membership
2. Democratic Member Control
3. Economic Participation by Members
4. Autonomy and Independence
5. Education, Training, and Information
6. Cooperation Among Cooperatives
7. Concern for Community

2017 Annual Meeting

2017 Annual Meeting
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2017 Annual Meeting
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2017 Scholarship Recipients

INVESTING IN OUR YOUTH:
Investing in our future means investing in our youth. Today’s children will
become future homeowners, business owners, and the leaders of our
communities. As a Cooperative, it is important to instill in our youth an
understanding of what it means to be a Cooperative owner and to show
them the Cooperative difference. That is why we proudly provide more
than $39,000 in scholarships to high school seniors, along with a fully
paid, week-long trip to Washington, D.C. for one or two sophomore or
junior students.

2017 Youth Tour Recipient

2017 Scholarship Recipients
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT Prepared by Pat McGonagle, VP/CFO
INCOME STATEMENT
Income Statement
Year Ending December 31, 2017
Revenues
Residential and Commercial Sales

$87,102,019

Industrial Gas Sales

18,101,816

Oil and Gas Production

5,044,159

Interest and Non-Operating, Net

1,640,601

Total Revenues

$111,888,595

Expenses
Licking County Chamber Dinner
Purchased Energy

$53,630,699

Operations and Maintenance

14,850,370

Administrative and General

12,739,275

Depreciation and Depletion

11,343,298

General Taxes

6,253,245

Interest

8,693,723
Total Expenses

$107,510,610

Patronage Capital Credits

$2,961,034

Income Tax (Benefit) Expense

$(1,005,635)

Other Comprehensive Income (Loss)

$ (1,936,074 )

Loss on Divestiture of Assets

$(2,614,213)

Comprehensive Income

$3,794,367

Kids Day

Patronage Capital
Capital Credits Refunded
Prior to 2008
2008

44,556

2009

68,445

2010

85,428

2011

64,292

2012

96,760

2013

79,692

2014

98,402

2015

88,465

2016

91,437

2017

79,573

Total Refunded
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$7,674,576

$8,471,626

Solar Sam

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
BALANCE SHEET
Balance Sheet
Year Ending December 31, 2017

Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment, Net

$216,920,556

Investments

$38,617,337

Current Assets
Installing a Transformer

Cash and Cash Equivalents

$1,907,027

Accounts Receivable, Net

16,678,068

Gas in Underground Storage

3,836,069

Materials and Supplies

1,777,625

Prepaids and Other

984,196
Total Current Assets

$25,182,985

Other Assets
Deferred Tax Assets

$1,167,124

Long-Term Receivables

129,025

Total Other Assets
Total Assets
Setting a Propane Tank

$1,296,149
$282,017,027

Liabilities & Equity
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

$8,442,274

Accrued Property and Other Taxes

4,896,633

Current Maturities of Long-Term Debt

8,248,877

Note Payable - Line of Credit

9,000,000

Other

6,338,844
Total Current Liabilities

$36,926,628

Long-Term Liabilities & Equity
Long-Term Debt, Net of Current Portion

$191,955,045

Other Accrued Liabilities

18,755,797

Member and Patronage Equities

34,379,557

Total Long-Term Liabilities & Equity

$245,090,399

Total Liabilities & Equity

$282,017,027

Tree Trimming
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TREASURER’S REPORT:
Reported by JOHN KLAUDER, District 6 Director, CCD, BL
For the year ended December 31, 2017, the Board of
Directors engaged GBQ Partners LLC to perform an
audit of the cooperatives’ books and records. GBQ has
extensive experience in auditing both utilities and
cooperatives. On March 28, 2018, GBQ issued the audit
report for the year ended December 31, 2017. The audit report contained an unmodified opinion, which in
accounting terms is a clean opinion from the auditor.
As of December 31, 2017, your cooperative had total
assets of $282 million, which includes $216.9 million
in net plant assets. At the end of 2017, the company
had $38.6 million of patronage capital in other cooperatives, including Buckeye Power and Cooperative
Finance Corporation (CFC). Included in total assets was
over $1.9 million in cash and short-term investments.
Total liabilities were $247.6 million as of year-end.
In 2017, total combined revenues for the cooperatives
were approximately $112 million. Gross margin for
2017 totaled approximately $57 million. Total expenses
for the year were $107.5 million, of which $53.6 million
was for purchased energy. Operating expenses for
2017 were $53.9 million. Net income for 2017 was $5.7
million. Consolidated comprehensive income for the
year was $3.8 million.
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Kids Day

Member Services

The cooperative has equity of $34.4 million as of the
end of 2017. Equity for the combined entities has
grown to 12.19 percent. Our lender, CFC, will consider
allowing the payment of capital credits once the cooperative reaches an equity position of 20 percent.
Individual results by entity are as follows: Licking
Rural Electric recorded comprehensive income of $4.7
million for the year. National Gas finished 2017 with
comprehensive income of $2.2 million, while NGO
Transmission had comprehensive income of $241,000.
NGO Development showed a comprehensive loss of
$3.7 million. NGO Propane had comprehensive income
of $366,000. The cooperatives invested $18.6 million in
new plant assets during 2017.
As of December 31, 2017, The Energy Cooperative
serves more than 64,000 members. During 2017, we
paid out approximately $6.3 million in taxes and retired
over $79,000 in patronage capital credits to estates.
If you have additional questions about this financial
report, please contact the office at 1-800-255-6815.

Hurricane Irma
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COOPERATIVE LEADERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

Nelson Smith, CCD, BL
District 2
Chair

Donald Hawk, CCD, BL
District 1
Vice Chair

John Klauder, CCD, BL
District 6
Secretary/Treasurer

Jack Schmidt, CCD, BL
District 3
OEC Board

Dan Dupps, CCD, BL
District 4

* The designation of CCD
(Credentialed Cooperative Director) and
BL (Board Leadership
Certification) is given
to a Board Director
after completing a
series of certification
classes provided by
NRECA (National Rural
Electric Cooperative
Association).
John Parkinson, CCD, BL
District 5

Dustin Buckingham, CCD, BL
District 7

Joanne Little, CCD
District 8

Tom Graham, CCD, BL
District 9

Gary Glover
VP/COO, Electric Operations

Dan McVey
VP/COO, Gas Operations

MANAGEMENT STAFF:

Todd Ware
President/CEO

Pat McGonagle
VP/CFO

Connie Hogue
Director of HR & Safety

THANK YOU: Additional

Gary Baker
Director of Marketing & PR

Lija Kaleps-Clark
Director of Land &
Legal Services

Margy Klein
Executive Assistant

recognition goes to the employees
of The Energy Cooperative who are
working for the betterment of our
communities while providing our
member-owners with safe, affordable,
and reliable energy, around-the-clock,
day in and day out.

COMMITTED TO PROVIDING SAFE AND RELIABLE ENERGY
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THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE VISION STATEMENT:
That our member-owners truly benefit from
their membership in The Energy CooperaƟve,
by receiving safe and reliable energy and
highly responsive service at fair and reasonable prices.
And that the communiƟes we serve are enhanced
due to our presence.

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE • 1500 GRANVILLE ROAD • NEWARK • OH • 43055
THEENERGYCOOP.COM • (800) 255-6815
ELECTRIC • NATURAL GAS • PROPANE

